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The Druid’s commitment to the Beast Gods and the Wild Energies is a formidable counter to civilization. 

 
—

You can move through arenas with plants as a focus action and leave no trace. You can mentally 

communicate with any plants that have a mind and are in the same arena at +2 Charm. You can spend an 

hour in contact with earth and water and sun, or any two of the three, and get a full day’s nourishment. 

 

—

You worship the Beast Gods in your way, and defend natural places from your own people. You will 

never be a plant, or an animal, but you’ll never fit in with humans again either. You’ve chosen a lonely 

path of worshiping the ancients at the expense of living in the world your kind has made. Kind druids are 

vegetarian and focus on life and growth. Cruel druids are predators; they eat meat and they hunt for sport. 

 

: Deep cloak, woven belt and sandles. Starting Coin: 3d10 copper.  

 

 

 Beastfriend. Constant. You can empathically communicate with animals; not complex ideas, but 

basic feelings and images, like advanced nonverbal communication. Animals recognize you are a 

ruler in the natural order, chosen and empowered by Nature itself. If they are natural, they will assist 

and they will not attack you or those you protect.  

 

 Fertility. Rested. After about a minute of prayer, you make new life possible where it was not 

possible before. You can rejuvenate a field, affect a mammal’s reproductive cycle, help roots crack 

solid stone, or whatever other miracle seems necessary. This prayer can also accelerate growth 

modestly.  

 

 Hungry Branches. Rested. Focus action. Cast this spell on a tree or bushes, anything that is both 

flexible and rigid and made of living or dead wood (but not shaped with tools.) You can create up to 1 

Wound of branch beasts per Commitment. If they are minions, they fight as minions. If you make 

toughs or monsters with more wounds, then they can use 1 melee weapon type of your choosing. 

They last up to an hour before turning back into greenery. 

 

 Mark the Enemy. Rested. Focus action. Look at Nature’s foe in the same arena and cast this highly 

dangerous spell. Any time the target is in contact with unshaped plants for more than a minute, or 

pushes through brush, or is swiped by a tree branch, or has other contact with plants, the target takes 1 

Wound. If the target can endure 1 Wound without taking damage, the target takes 2 Wounds through 

the DM’s use of Awesome Points. This lasts until the target makes peace with the Druids or dies.  

 

 Treeflesh. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to move). Your flesh takes on the hardness of wood. 

Ignore the first wound from any attack. This lasts for an hour. You are +2 to Cunning to hide among 

trees. Others can see your condition with an Awareness difficulty 6 test. Instead of armor, you can 

choose to become a tree shape for up to 1 day per Commitment, minimally aware of your 

surroundings, but difficulty 14 to an Awareness test to detect. Upon taking damage, you return to 

human form over the course of 1 round. You can act the following round.  


